Convert Food Safety Data into
Action with CONTROL.
We’ve made it our mission to bring you the
most comprehensive food safety solution out
there. We reduce risk by increasing visibility to
food safety testing results. This elevates your
ability to enforce and improve the policies you
use to improve food quality, and ultimately to
protect your brand.

A QMS or ERP is Not a Comprehensive Food Safety Solution.
No Single Solution Has Brought You All the Necessary Food Safety Features Until Now!
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Control Your Data. Control Your
Environment. Control Your Risk.
 SIMPLIFY COMPLIANCE
No more feeling frantic when an audit is announced. Get the data you need
quickly, and format it properly with a few clicks. Comply with FDA, USDA,
CFIA and internal policies without laborious manual report creation tasks.

 STREAMLINE YOUR WORKFLOW
Automate your test scheduling workflow and assign the right corrective
actions every time, without relying on error prone manual paper-based
methods. LIMS integration eliminates time-consuming data entry and
errors.



TAKE ACTION BASED ON FACT
INSIGHTS is the analytics module of CONTROL, keeping all parties informed
of the performance, risk and mitigation with on demand information.
Enable food safety information to be aggregated and funneled from the
manufacturing floor to all corporate stakeholders.
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Corvium Control Features
Keep your FSQA team focused on production and paper.
By automating your workflow, Corvium CONTROL reduces the risk and costs involved in time consuming, repetitive, error prone tasks. Through
Corvium INSIGHTS, our visualization & reporting module, we enable you to see things you previously couldn’t, helping you elevate your plants’
performance and have confidence that if there’s something there, you’ll find it.
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The Insights You Need To Reduce Risk
We understand your food safety needs, which is why we made it our mission to bring you the most comprehensive solution out there.



AGGREGATE YOUR DATA



ANALYZE YOUR DATA



ACT ON YOUR DATA

Combine food safety test results from

Discovery activities that depend on

Investigate trends and outlier results to

multiple sites to obtain a complete picture of

interacting with the data set in real time are

immediately take action before problems

your food safety risk.
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recalls.

INSIGHTS is the analytics module of CONTROL, keeping you informed of the performance, risk and mitigation information you need on demand. INSIGHTS enables
food safety performance information to be funneled from the multiple manufacturing sites to all stakeholders in the quality, safety, and compliance value chain.

Reducing Your Food Safety Risk Through Innovative Food Safety Solutions
Corvium is obsessed with making the world a safer place to eat. We empower you to protect your brand from a food recall and improve food quality by:
 Breaking down silos - Set up automated notifications, alerts, or reports for every level, stakeholder, and function.
 Ensuring Compliance - Centralized tracking of food safety data within your plant so you can be ready for any audit -- internal, from clients, or from regulators.
 Protecting Your Brand - You invest in a food safety plan, team, and activities to reduce your risk. Make sure they’re doing the right things.
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